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Today's (and still more tomorrow’s 
probably) society in relation to ter-
rorism is characterized by: 

A large number of potential ter-
rorists.
Several different possible goals for 
terrorist activities.
A wide range (types, number) of 
sensitive and vulnerable targets.
Due to the proliferation of knowled-
ge, ingredients (fissile material, bio-
agents) etc. there is no lack of means 
which could be used by terrorists 
against different targets.1

•

•

•

•

Taken these statements together there are 
no possibilities for a state to guarantee 
the security of its citizens. States have 
to prepare its citizens for terrorist deeds. 
There should be a societal resilience after 
an attack. That said things could be done 
to reduce the threats deriving from ter-
rorism.2 

To be able to prioritize between very dif-
ferent ways to reduce risks from terrorism 
you need a comprehensive analysis of the 
threat, a net assessment.

In an adverse situation the protection 
etc. of one target could be followed by a 
change of target, to something less well 

Terrorism. Actors – Goals – Targets – Means
A starting point for a Net Assessment

by Engineering Director Jan Foghelin

1  An individual can today possess a damaging capacity which only states had a few decades ago.
2  Arguments for states to build a defence against terrorism (even if the number of killed/casualties so far has 

been limited) are the following:  1. The state has a duty to defend its citizens (against physical violence 
and psychological effects) (Hobbes) 2. The state has to defend itself against a threat which aims at the 
destruction of the modern society. 3. Preventive measures (terrorism can escalate to the use of Weapons 
of Mass Destruction, WMD). (Arguments from Sarkozy, N: “La défense de la liberté“. Défense nationale 
novembre 2005, p 10-12).

 Means used to defend a democracy cannot/should not however jeopardize fundamental democratic values. 
That said the borderline is to a certain extent depending on circumstances. See  e.g. Ignatieff, M:  Freiheit 
und Armageddon. Wie können sich Demokratien gegen nuklearen Terror verteidigen? p 52-62. IP, Novem-
ber 2005. Krasner, S.: “The Day After“, p 68-70. Foreign Policy. January/February 2005. Wilkinson, P: 
“International Terrorism: The Changing Threat and the EU:s Response“. Chaillot Paper, no 84. October 
2005. ISS, Paris.
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protected. It is difficult to avoid this but 
hopefully you decrease the total damage 
which could be done

In this article some basic problems 
concerning such a net assessment will be 
discussed.

Actors
There seems to be a common view among 
many pundits in the field of terrorism that 
the only really dangerous threat come and 
will come from Islamic fundamentalism 
inspired groups. Even if this is a group of 
actors which should be given sufficient at-

tention (especially in the short term) other 
actors should not be neglected without 
further analysis. We must analyse all cells 
in the matrix in Fig 1.
Keohane, D.5 makes the following clas-
sification from goal and size:

The first circle consists of the core 
members of the al-Qaeda network.

In the second circle are ethno-nationa-
list groups in places such as Kashmir,  
Chechnya and Lebanon.

•

•

Networks,3 “franchising 
organizations”…

Individuals,  small 
groups...4

Manifest terrorists (done deed)

Potential terrorists (have means, 
have planned, have tried)

3  Terrorists can change their “organization” over time due to changing outer and/or inner circumstances. 
This is e.g. the case for al-Qaeda see Schweitzer Y. and Goldstein Ferber S.: Al-Qaeda and the Interna-
tionalization of Suicide Terrorism. Jaffee Centre for Strategic Studies. Tel Aviv University. Memorandum 
78. November 2005 and also Wilkinson (op.cit), p 13-28.

4  A special problem (because it is difficult to defence yourself) consists of suicide missions (SM). For an 
analysis of SM in different cultures since WW II see Gambetta D. (Ed): Making Sense of SUICIDE MIS-
SIONS. OUP. GB. 2005 and also Hauschild, T.: Auf den Spuren von Al-Qaeda. Scheichs, Lügen, Videos: 
Eine Ethnographie des Terrors. IP November 2005 p 32-51.

5  p 12-13 in Keohane, D.: The EU and international terrorism p 7-21 in Bertelsmann Stiftung (Ed.). Secu-
rity the European homeland: The EU, terrorism and homeland security. Güterloh, August 2005 and also 
p. 276-278 dans ramses 2006 (Report annuel mondial sur le systéme economique et les strategies). ifri. 
DUNOD. 2005.

Fig 1.
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The third circle is the least understood 
and potentially the most dangerous. It 
consists of freelance “jihads”, Islamist 
terrorist groups or individuals, based 
anywhere in the world, which may or 
may not be inspired by Bin Laden, and 
may have no direct connection with 
the al-Qaeda network.

Goals
Some terrorists openly declare goals. These 
goals should neither be taken for granted 
nor ignored. They can some times indicate 
directly or indirectly the type of effects and 
targets which can be endangered. A more 
precise political goal as e.g. the seces-
sion of a region within a state will lead to 
another selection of targets than a general 
goal as e.g. to exterminate humanity. That 
said we with our Western logic and way 
of linking ends and means will often have 
problems to see the connection between 
goals and targets/means selected. It is of 
course worth trying to engage persons 
from the same culture as the terrorists to 
analyze the potential actions which could 
be derived from the overall goals.

Examples of goals/reasons for terro-
rism:6

Ethno-nationalist
Anti-colonial
Secession- movement
Social- revolutionary movements

•

•
•
•
•

“Law-and-order” – movements against 
dictatorship
Religious motives.

Targets
To be able to protect you, you have to have 
an educated guess concerning the selec-
tion of targets by terrorists. There could 
be some starting points for your educated 
guesses like:

Try to derive target selection from the 
overall goals.

Look at historical evidence of target 
selection.

Look at planned deed by terrorists 
which have failed (but could be tried 
again).

Use your own imagination and knowl-
edge to create ideas about targets.

It seems to be difficult to go from some 
general goals of a terrorist organization to 
some more precise targets. What is pos-
sible is probably only to give a very rough 
characterization of targets like e.g:

If you want to change the ruling class 
your targets could be persons belonging 
to this class and care taken to avoid “col-
lateral damages” (e.g. Russian terrorism in 
the late nineteenth century).

A secessionist movement has to show 
some restraint to be able to win popular 

•

•

•

•

•

•

6  s 307 in Freudenberg, D.: Herausforderung Terrorismus. Grundsätzliche Überlegungen zu einem komplexen 
Phänomen. ÖMZ 3/2005, s 301-312.
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support (e.g. IRA, ETA…). There have 
been cases with non-personal goals like 
infrastructure. The main goal has then been 
to cause economic damage. In some cases 
there has even been a warning to persons in 
order to minimize human casualties.

Müller,7 referring to the al-Qaeda threats, 
mention three groups of variables of im-
portance for target selection in Europe:

Special grievances against individual 
countries;
Opportunity of successful attack com-
pared with other targets;
The availability of infrastructure fa-
vouring the preparation and conduct 
of terrorist operations.

Special grievances could e.g. be a colonial 
past (France in Algeria) or special rela-
tions with the US (Britain). Infrastructure 
means a large Islamic community in the 
target state.

A terrorist organization with goals like 
annihilation of humanity or change of 
the Western world does not have to be 
restrained. Historically the most common 
targets seem to be human beings. It has 
been selected person(s), a class of persons 
or just persons in general. 

If you want to kill and hurt as many 
people as possible (in general or from a 
specific group) it is natural that you select 
targets with many people and where they 
are in confined compartments like e.g.

•

•

•

Communications (trains, aeroplanes, 
buses, underground…). 
Public spaces (theatres, sport are-
nas…).
Political and military places (EU 
central functions, parliaments, bases, 
ships…).

As incidents in flight traffic are of interest 
to study because they could have led to an 
accident failures of terrorists are interest-
ing. There have been some attempts in the 
CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiologi-
cal and Nuclear Weapons) area but most 
of them (an important exception is the 
Tokyo underground in 1995, which could 
have had much more serious consequences 
but still was bad enough) have failed. You 
can draw at least two different conclusions 
from this;

Terrorists have tried CBRN-means 
and failed. The lessons potentially 
learned by the terrorists could be, 
do not try them again but stick to 
conventional explosives or other 
more reliable means. (Let us hope 
that this is a preferred strategy by the 
terrorists).

There is an interest in CBRN-means 
among terrorists. They will try again 
and sooner or later they will have suc-
cesses which could make the interest 
in CBRN-means still higher.

•

•

•

•

•

7  Müller, H.: “Terrorism, proliferation: a European threat assessment“. Chaillot Papers no 58, March 2003. 
Institute for Security Studies. European Union. Paris p 37-43.
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Let us hope for the first alternative but be 
prepared (in different ways from preven-
tion to consequence management) for the 
second.

Scientists and others can use scenario-
techniques, analysis of weak spots in our 
socio-technical systems etc. to analyse the 
potential threats from terrorists. Coun-
termeasures could be taken due to these 
analyses. In this way the scenarios are 
self-defeating which is good of course. You 
cannot however verify your hypothesis 
about terrorism.

Means
Targets, effects and means are connected. 
There is an overlap between this section 
and the previous. If the terrorists start with 
targets and look for suitable means or look 
the other way round we just do not know.

The effect of a terrorist deed depends 
on the combination of targets and means. 
Types of effects which the terrorists could 
try to attain could be:

Kill or injure people (this effect could 
be brought about by several means 
e.g. conventional explosives, nuclear, 
biological [direct or through food or 
water], and chemical).
Psychological effects. All means 
have psychological effects more or 
less. Of special interest under this 
heading are means where the main 
effect is psychological or where there 
is a disproportion between physical 
and psychological effects. Examples 
could be radiological means and the 

•

•

anthrax letters 2001 in the USA and 
other countries.
Disturbance of infrastructure e.g. supply 
of electricity, oil, gas, water … Different 
means could be used as conventional 
explosives against important nodes of 
the systems.
Disruption of IT-system. The attacks 
could be directed towards major IT-
system or towards imbedded com-
puter systems which control other 
systems e.g. energy supply or com-
munications. Means used could e.g. 
be hacking and/or explosives.
The economy. This effect could be 
seen as a side effect of the above men-
tioned effects.Sometimes however 
disturbances of the economy could be 
the prime effects which the terrorists 
try to achieve.

Empirically the terrorists seem to prefer 
killing preferably in combination with psy-
chological effects. This is logical in a way. 
Our Western affluent societies have more 
problems to handle people being killed or 
hurt than disturbances in technical systems 
or economy. In my country (Sweden) 
there is an emphasis in many reports on 
disturbances of infrastructure. Personally 
I think this is wishful thinking or a case of 
“the most preferred aggression”.

There seems to be an element of the 
“hype-phenomenon” in the assessment of 
threats concerning different targets, effects 
and means. In connection to the shift of 
millennium computer problems were the 
big risk and threat. When president Clinton 

•

•

•
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read a novel about bio-threat this became 
considered very dangerous. In connec-
tion to avian flu the danger of smallpox 
has been pointed out. In between we had 
the risk related to the lack of container-
security.

In the end it is a political priority pro-
blem to allocate resources to increase our 
protection against different threats. Let us 
just hope that these priorities are not too 
much influenced of what is the “hype of the 
day”, or other less important influences.8

There are major differences between 
different means in several dimensions. 
Important characteristics:

Type of effect(s)
Delay time (time between “igni-
tion” and effect)
Way of acquirement (buy, steal, 
develop + produce)
Way of handling
Uncertainties

For a more complete list of characteristics 
exemplified on the non-conventional side 
see Appendix.

To get the desirable effect in the target 
all links of the chain in Figure 2 must 
function.

There is certain risk avoidance in the 
selection of means (mainly conventional 
explosives). If this will be the case in the 
future is hard to say. Technical develop-
ments, proliferation of materiel and know-

•
•

•

•
•

Acquisition of mean
- buy or steal
-  develop and produce

Transportation of the 
means to the country 
where it is to be used

Transportation to the tar-
gets. Rucksack... missile

Ignition + function   

ledge, some successes etc. can change the 
situation.

Some final points
There have been problems with ter-
rorism for at least the last century. 
The goals, effects, targets and means 
of the terrorists have changed but there 
has been terrorism all the time. It is 
unrealistic that a “war on terrorism” 
will end on a certain year and the pro-
blems will disappear. A better parallel 
than a war with a start and an end is a 
continuous activity like crime.
Like with crime we can do a lot to 

•

•

•

Fig 2.

8  See e.g. Eriksson, J.: Kampen om hotbilden: rutin och drama i svensk säkerhetspolitik. Stockholm: Santérus, 
2004 (Estland). In Swedish: The power-game concerning the threat…) and p 16-18 in Müller (op.cit. in 
note 7).
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make the consequences of terrorism 
less serious. There are ways to supp-
ress terrorism even if it will not disap-
pear completely.
As resources possible to allocate 
on countermeasures always will be 
limited the balancing is very impor-
tant. A balancing between different 
times phases (prevention – detection 
– protection – crisis management 
– consequence management) and also 
between near and long term. As the 
terrorist threat changes it is also im-
portant to be flexible and adaptive.
Successful suppression of terrorism 
requires:

 - An international cooperation
 - A good cooperation between   

  different ministries and agen-  
  cies

 -  A good intelligence.9

•

•

The use of NB-means is not probable 
but possible. As these means can cause 
mass causalities it is necessary to take 
countermeasures against NB high on 
the priority list.10

A good net assessment is difficult to 
do in the area of terrorism. There will 
always be a lot of uncertainties. Still 
we need something to base necessary 
priorities on.

•

•

9  For a useful structuring and some empirical evidence see Sirseloudi M.P.: How to Predict the unpredictable: 
On the Early Detection of Terrorist Campaigns. Defence & Security Analysis, vol. 21, No. 4, pp 369-386, 
December 2005. 

10  Allison G.: NUCLEAR TERRORISM. The Ultimate Preventable Catastrophe. Times Books. New York. US, 2004.  
Lederberg J. (Ed): BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS. Limiting the Threat. The MIT Press. Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts. 1999.
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 Diversion Requirements

  NW  CW  BW  RW
        Dirty bomb/ 
        NF Release

Lead Time ≤ 10 years ≤ 1year ≤ 1month ≤ 1 year or   
        ≤ 1 year

Size of Effort ≤ 10 km ≤ 1 km ≤ 100 m_ ≤ 100 m_
  (multiple facilities)

Manpower ≥ 100 p ≥10 p ≥1p  ≥1 p or   
        ≥ 1p

Financing ≥ 100 0000 000  ≥ 1 000 000 $ ≥10 000  $ ≥ 10 000 $ or   
   $     ≥ 10 000 $

Know-How ≥≥ PhD ≥ PhD PhD  ≤ PhD or
        ≤ PhD

    
Weapon Characteristics

   NW  CW  BW  RW
        Dirty bomb/ 
        NF Release

Destruction ≤ 100 000p ≤ 10 000p ≤ 100 000p ≤ 1 000 p or
        ≤ 10 000p

Time seconds ≤ sec/hours ≤ hours/weeks ≤ months/years

Area ≤ 10 km_ ≤ 1 km_ ≤10 km ≤ 1 km_or
        ≤ 1000 km_

Quantity/ ≤ 1 000 kg  ≤ (1 000 sarin) ≤ 100 kg ≤ 1 000 kg
Size (12,5 kt)   (anthrax)

Manifestation clear  no manifestation no manifestation clear (prio
    during delivery during delivery radioactivity)
        clear

Delivery bomb  Aerosol, liquid, Aerosol, Bomb
    or solid  liquid, solid,  Release from
      other  facility

1-20061-2006

Appendix
P 34 from Tóth T.: ”Biological Weapons and other WMD: A Quantitative Comparison” in 
Mackby J.(Ed): Meeting the bio-terrorist threat. Conference Papers 35, CSIS, UI, Stockholm 
2005.


